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If you're a child of God, lift your hands up high!
Point to audience, Put hands up above head
Rattle your bones and give a high five!
Shake hands above head, Give air five or high-five your neighbor
Shout the good news (HEY! HEY!)
Cup hands around mouth, Punch air twice on “Hey Hey”
We ain’t singin’ the blues (NO WAY!)
Wag finger “no”, wag extra big on “No Way”

‘Cause we’re no skeletons! No, we’re no skeletons!
Clap with music: double clap on beat 2, single clap on beat 4
We’re gonna dance like God has made us,
Finger-pointing boogie, first up then down
we’re gonna live like God has raised us

arms straight ahead, palms facing in, bring arms stiffly down to sides,
then up to sky, then bend knees and scoop arms from low to high in front of you
We’re gonna sing and shout ’cause we’re no skeletons
Fist pump R then L, then wag finger “no”

God gave us eyes to see, ears to hear, hands to serve, voices to sing
Both hands point to eyes, ears, put palms up in front, cup hands around mouth
we’ve got eyes to see, ears to hear, hands to serve, voices to sing
Both hands point to eyes, ears, put palms up in front, cup hands around mouth